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Word Magic and the 

Placename Columbus
by Jeremy James 
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In previous papers we have given details of the extensive occult configurations that the 

Illuminati have erected across the landscape in both the US and Britain, as well as 

major cities like London and Rome. These generally consist of obelisks, stone columns, 

and large monoliths. The patterns defined by these can include asterisms (star 

patterns seen in the night sky), triangles and pentagrams, and symbols associated with 

the religion of Ancient Egypt. 

This is the ‘hidden in plain view’ exaltation of paganism which the modern 

Babylonians like to practise. Their beliefs stretch all the way back to Nimrod and his 

violent rebellion against the order established by God. The main vehicle they are using 

to plan and construct these occultic patterns is Freemasonry. We can therefore expect 

the symbols of Freemasonry, notably the circle and its central point, to feature 

somewhere in these patterns. The occult obsession with word symbology or word 

magic should also feature, but, until now, we have not found a good example of this.   
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Recurring Placenames 
A promising subject for this kind of analysis is recurring placenames. They can be 

distributed over a wide geographical area, just like stone monuments, and can form 

similar patterns. The local geographical area comprehended by a name, such as the 

name of a town, is reduced to a point when viewed on a national scale. We’ll see how 

this works in a moment. 

Instances of popular topographical names can be found across America. Many towns 

are called ‘Springfield’ or ‘Franklin’. We began our study by inspecting names which 

crop up quite often and then identifying those which could possibly have a connection 

to Freemasonry. For example, Salem would be a good choice since it means 

‘Jerusalem’. Another promising avenue of enquiry are names associated with the 

headquarters of Freemasonry in America, the District of Columbia. For example, there 

are towns named Columbia in N Carolina, S Carolina, Maine, Missouri, Mississippi, 

Kentucky, Louisiana, and Alabama, plus several other states. 

The names Columbia and Columbus are significant in their own right since they 

denote a dove. To a Christian the dove is a symbol of the Holy Spirit, but not to a high-

level Freemason. In the Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, Mackey says: “In ancient 

symbolism, the dove represented purity and innocence; in ecclesiology, it is a symbol 

of the Holy Spirit. In Masonry, the dove is only viewed in reference to its use by Noah 

as a messenger.” [emphasis added]

The District of Columbia – being the self-governing city of Washington D.C. – is the 

platform through which the gods of Freemasonry send their messages and directives 

to America and its leaders.  

Statue of the goddess 

Columbia which stands 

on the dome of Capitol 

Hill. 

Its official name is ‘The 

Statue of Freedom’ but, 

as Wikipedia concedes, 

she shares her “iconic 

characteristics” with 

Columbia. 
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The dove is also closely associated with the wife of Nimrod, the deified Semiramis. It 

has long been recognized as a symbol of the benign side of her nature, as distinct from 

the wrathful side. She is the female figure who adorns the top of the dome on Capitol 

Hill. As Wikipedia coyly notes: “Although not actually called Columbia, she shares 

many of her iconic characteristics.”    

Columbia is a goddess 
Columbia, which Wikipedia fails to explain, is the goddess Semiramis under a name 

derived from her symbol, columba, the Latin word for dove. The Latinised form of the 

Italian word for dove, colombo, is Columbus.  

When we did an analysis of 17 towns in the US named Columbia, we did not identify 

any significant patterns or Masonic allusions. However, when we switched to the 20 

towns in the US named Columbus, the scene changed dramatically. 

Columbus = Columbia 
In Freemasonry, ‘Columbus Day’ – which is celebrated annually on the second Monday 

in October – has nothing to do with Christopher Columbus. Rather it is a day designed 

to honor the goddess Columbia. This is how the Illuminati get the masses to venerate 

their gods. 

Columbia was taken down for restoration in 1993.  

Its massive size can be gauged from the photo above. 
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Columbia Pictures was founded by Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn, and Joe Brandt. 

In movie theatres across America, the goddess Columbia displayed her glory. 

Standing in splendor, she held aloft a torch which supposedly  

illuminated the land of America and its people.  

By doing this, she was taking the place of Christ as the light of the world. 

The “torch lady” motif was introduced by Columbia Pictures 

in 1928. For nearly a century the citizens of America have 

been subtly programmed to believe that this female version 

of Lucifer, the Light-Bearer, was guiding the nation. 
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Location of the 20 towns named Columbus in the US. 

“The Point Within a Circle” 
The map above shows the locations of the 20 towns named Columbus in the US. There 

is nothing about their distribution which would suggest that their locations were 

chosen according to a precise Masonic formula. This formula applies “point within a 

circle” magic to the territory of the continental US.  

Edmond Ronayne, who escaped the clutches of Freemasonry in the 19th century, 

described this magical system as follows: 

"The Point within a Circle" is not only a pagan symbol, referring to the sun-

god of Masonic worship from first to last, and borrowed directly from the 

"ancient initiations" of the old Baal mythology, but it is in fact as near a true 

representation of that lascivious idol – the Baal-peor of Moab – as common 

decency will permit the Grand High Priests of Masonry to represent it in 

books intended for general circulation. – The Master’s Carpet, 1879 (p.319) 

The rotunda of most state capitols is based on the ‘point within a circle’ motif – see 

photos at the start of this paper. 
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This or a similar icon is found in most Masonic lodges. 

Overhead used in a Masonic lecture. 

This overhead reveals how the line-point-circle symbolism refers to 

the sun and the sun’s path in the sky. High-level Masons know that 

the sun is in real motion above the earth and that the earth itself is 

flat and stationary. The overhead also shows that the symbolism is 

derived from Hermetic Magic and the Kabbalah. 
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Line-Point-Circle symbolism 
We’ll now see how the line-point-circle symbolism – which celebrates the sun and the 

the sun god – is expressed through the 20 towns named Columbus. Bear in mind that 

the pattern we are about to reveal was established about two centuries ago, not long 

after the foundation of the United States. As such it shows that the country itself was 

under the hidden control of Freemasonry from the very beginning, even down to the 

location and naming of towns. 

Let’s begin with the lines, since these are the easiest to find: 

Instances where towns named ‘Columbus’ are aligned: 

A Columbus, N Dakota Columbus, Nebraska Columbus, Kansas

B Columbus, Wisconsin Columbus, Illinois Columbus, Texas

C Columbus, New Jersey Columbus, Ohio Columbus, Missouri

D Columbus, Pennsylvania Columbus, Ohio Columbus, Texas

E Columbus, N Dakota Columbus, Minnesota Columbus, Wisconsin Columbus, Ohio

These curious alignments may have been noted by others in the past but the rationale 

behind them was not understood.   

We now move on to the “point within a circle” motif. Overall we identified 14 circles 

connecting 19 of these towns. To avoid cramming too much information into one chart, 

we reproduce each circle on a separate chart:  
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Towns named ‘Columbus’ on each Circle 

Center Circle Point A Circle Point B 
Radius 
in miles 

1 Columbus, Nebraska Columbus, N Carolina Columbus, Georgia 925

2 Columbus, Illinois Columbus, N Dakota Columbus, New York 840

3 Columbus, Indiana Columbus, New Jersey Columbus, New York 600

4 Columbus, Ohio Columbus, New Jersey Columbus, New York 436

5 Columbus, New Jersey Columbus, Georgia Columbus, Wisconsin 772

6 Columbus, Kentucky Columbus, N Carolina Columbus, Ohio 400

7 Columbus, Missouri Columbus, New Mexico Columbus, Montana 914

8 Columbus, Arkansas Columbus, New Jersey Columbus, N Dakota 1140

9 Columbus, Texas Columbus, Missouri Columbus, Kentucky 648

10 Columbus, Minnesota Columbus, New York Columbus, N Carolina 897

11 Columbus, Pennsylvania Columbus, Ohio Columbus, New York 222

12 Columbus, Georgia Columbus, Texas Columbus, Pennsylvania 714

13 Columbus, New Mexico Columbus, Ohio Columbus, N Carolina 1483

14 Columbus, Montana Columbus, Mississippi Columbus, Ohio 1384

Every town named ‘Columbus’ appears at least once on a line or in a circle 

Town State 
Center of 
Circle No. 

Line or
Point on Circle 

1 Columbus Indiana 3

2 Columbus Ohio 4 6 + 13 + 14 + C + D

3 Columbus Minnesota 10 E

4 Columbus New York 2 + 3 + 4 + 10

5 Columbus New Jersey 5 3 + 4 + 8 + C

6 Columbus New Mexico 13 7

7 Columbus N Carolina 1 + 10 + 13

8 Columbus N Dakota 2 + 8 + A + E

9 Columbus Nebraska 1 A

10 Columbus Wisconsin 5 + B + E

11 Columbus Kentucky 6 9

12 Columbus Montana 14 7

13 Columbus Texas 9 12 + B + D

14 Columbus Arkansas 8

15 Columbus Illinois 2 B

16 Columbus Georgia 12 1 + 5

17 Columbus Missouri 7 9 + C

18 Columbus Kansas A

19 Columbus Mississippi 14

20 Columbus Pennsylvania 11 12 + D
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CONCLUSION 
Why would anyone do something like this? It’s important that we understand the 

mentality behind it because the descendants of the men who built this bizarre 

configuration are ruling America today. 

The Word of God asks a similar question: 

“Why do the heathen rage, and the people 

imagine a vain thing?” (Psalm 2:1) 

Have no doubt, the ‘Columbus Circles’ are a blasphemous creation, an expression of 

contempt for the order established by God. They exalt the goddess and secretly 

proclaim her dominion over the American people. Just like the Masonic circles that we 

discussed in previous papers, they lay claim to the territory of the United States and 

foresee a time when this occult authority will emerge into the open and reveal its 

presence. 

Masonic ‘Point within a Circle’ cufflinks.

Most Masons, namely those in the first three degrees, are probably unaware of the 

existence of these circles. They have been tricked by Satan into taking a vow of 

obedience to their “worshipful master” – a proxy for Satan himself – and severed their 

connection with the living God. The higher degree Masons, however, have a greater 

understanding of what is happening and willingly participate in the works of darkness 

in order to secure certain earthly benefits for themselves. They have, in effect, sold 

their souls to the devil. 

Kabbalah word magic 
The Columbus Circles are based on Kabbalistic word magic, where the alleged power 

in the name of a god is tapped in a ritualistic manner. Practitioners of the Kabbalah 

are obsessed with the magical power of words and the way this alleged power can be 

harnessed. They started by reducing the sacred name of God to a magical word and by 

doing so broke the Third Commandment.  
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The whole of the Kabbalah is a complex expression of Jewish apostasy, a path to self-

enlightenment based on symbols, the invocation of angelic beings, and mysticism. It 

has no “good” parts! Alas, it has been cast in the form of abstract philosophy and 

theological speculation, thus leading practitioners into believing it is approved by God. 

The self-deception behind all of this is immense, but to those who have succumbed to 

its charms, it is the only real way to extrapolate the truth which God allegedly hid 

within His written Word. 

The Jews sank into apostasy on a grand scale during their exile in Babylon. They 

pretended they had finally learned their lesson and set aside their worship of idols, but 

in reality they had replaced their outer idols with internal substitutes, products of their 

fertile imagination. They took the paganism of the Babylonians and absorbed it into a 

pantheon of mystical abstractions or “projections” of God. They also relegated the 

personal, knowable God of the Bible to a subordinate place in this pantheon and looked 

beyond to a supreme, unknowable divine source which they called En Sof. 

In doing this they thought they were being very clever indeed. After all, they had not 

returned to the worship of idols and they had not rejected the God of the Bible. Or so 

they liked to believe. 

If the Talmud is a highly elaborate attempt to tell God what He meant when He wrote 

the Old Testament, the Kabbalah is a highly sophisticated reinterpretation of the Old 

Testament, where even individual letters in a verse of scripture can hold the key to a 

hitherto unknown spiritual truth. A great many Jews today are trapped in one or both 

of these systems. 
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In their most extreme form both systems define Gentiles as inferior souls, incapable 

of attaining the illuminated state to which all Jews are heirs. They have taken the 

promises of God, where He made them His chosen people, and turned them into 

entitlements based on their ‘superior’ spiritual essence. Most Kabbalists believe their 

most revered writers made the same mystical journey to heaven that Ezekiel made and 

that they returned with a fresh nugget of wisdom to share with the Kabbalists who 

were qualified to receive it. 

Written by a 33rd Degree Mason. 

Neither the Talmud nor the Kabbalah teach that man in his fallen state needs a Savior. 

Both teach self-salvation through works and higher wisdom. They also believe in 

reincarnation, though this is something they like to conceal from non-Jews. 

We are not concerned here with Kabbalah per se, but with the disguised form which 

has permeated Western society through the wicked system of Freemasonry. Some of 

the most influential figures in Western culture over the past three hundred years or so 

were initiated into Freemasonry. Through this clever system of mind control, the 

masters of Kabbalah spread their pernicious philosophy among selected candidates 

who had little understanding of its real purpose.  

Freemasonry is designed to undermine and destroy Christianity!  Its members control 

the governments of the world, the banking system, the big corporations, the media, 

and most of the key institutions in science, medicine and education. They also have an 

iron grip over the military, the judiciary and law enforcement. It was only through this 

unseen influence that the Illuminati were able to shut down the entire world in March 

2020.  
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They even boast that very soon “you will own nothing” because their secret plan entails 

the impoverishment of Western nations and the imposition of a totalitarian system of 

social control using modern technology. 

The sceptics should examine the evidence 
When we explain this to the sceptics, they laugh. It seems ridiculous to them. How 

could any group of people work in secret for so long, with such malign intent, and not 

be detected? But they have done so. Satan has made sure of that. They listened to his 

lies and adopted his methods. Those at the top of this nefarious hierarchy reaped 

staggering rewards, while their underlings swore an oath and, for a relative pittance, 

did as they were told. 

All of these rebels are lost. Unless they repent, they are all eternally alienated from 

God! The fate that awaits them in death is too awful to contemplate.   

To the sceptics we say ‘Look at the Columbus circles!’ 

And look at the evidence set out in our previous papers.  

Weigh the facts for yourself and draw your own conclusions.  

The people who serve Satan are leading mankind over a cliff. They expect those who 

survive to serve them and to bow before their false god, the Antichrist. 

Why do the heathen rage and the people imagine a vain thing? Because they don’t 

understand, or refuse to acknowledge, that their infernal master was defeated on 

Calvary, that Jesus Christ triumphed over all the works of darkness, and that he will 

come again to rescue the righteous remnant among his chosen people:  

“...they shall call on my name, and I will hear them: I will say, 

It is my people: and they shall say, The LORD is my God.” 

(Zechariah 13:9)

“Then shall ye call upon me, and ye shall go and pray unto 

me, and I will hearken unto you.” (Jeremiah 29:12) 

“Then shalt thou call, and the LORD shall answer; thou shalt 

cry, and he shall say, Here I am.” (Isaiah 58:9)

“And it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call on the 

name of the LORD shall be delivered: for in mount Zion and 

in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as the LORD hath said, 

and in the remnant whom the LORD shall call.” (Joel 2:32) 

“For the people shall dwell in Zion at Jerusalem: thou shalt 

weep no more: he will be very gracious unto thee at the voice 

of thy cry; when he shall hear it, he will answer thee.” (Isaiah 

30:19) 
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__________________ 

Jeremy James

Ireland 

March 15, 2023 

- SPECIAL REQUEST – 

Time is running out... 

Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this website 

for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always be available.  

For an easy way to download all papers (over 340), please email me.

We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may be 

obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a future 

mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following address:-  

jeremypauljames@gmail.com

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
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